Abstract—Social networks enable users to freely communicate with each other and share their recent news, ongoing activities or views about different topics. As a result, user interest detection from social networks has been the subject of increasing attention. Some recent works have proposed to enrich social posts by annotating them with unambiguous relevant ontological concepts extracted from external knowledge bases and model user interests as a bag of concepts. However, in the bag of concepts approach, each topic of interest is represented as an individual concept that is already predefined in the knowledge base. Therefore, it is not possible to infer fine-grained topics of interest, which are only expressible through a collection of multiple concepts or emerging topics, which are not yet defined in the knowledge base. To address these issues, we view each topic of interest as a conjunction of several concepts, which are temporally correlated on Twitter. Based on this, we extract active topics within a given time interval and determine a user’s inclination towards these active topics. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in the context of a personalized news recommendation system. We show through extensive experimentation that our work is able to improve the state of the art.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the tremendous growth of content on the Web, many service providers are now focused on customized and targeted personalization of content for their end-users. The development of techniques that can automatically detect and model users interests is an essential step towards this purpose. Social networks enable users to freely communicate with each other and share recent news, ongoing activities or views about different topics. As a result, they can be seen as a viable source of information about the users and their interests [1], [2], [3]

Current works on the identification of user interests from social networks mostly focus on Twitter because of its popularity and open access via its API. However, accurate information extraction from Twitter microposts poses unique challenges due to the special characteristics of tweets. Tweets are too short, noisy and informal and they do not provide sufficient contextual information for identifying their semantics [4], [5]. In other words, the semantics of the context of the communicated information within a tweet is often implicit.

To address these challenges, some approaches propose to enrich tweets by annotating them with unambiguous semantic concepts described in external knowledge bases such as Wikipedia/DBpedia. These knowledge bases provide explicit semantic description of concepts and their relationships. Therefore, they can provide additional contextual information about tweets and their underlying semantics [4], [5], [6]. As an example, for a tweet such as “The opportunity to go top of the Premier League will give Arsenal an extra incentive to beat Spurs, according to Wenger http://bit.ly/chgPjO”, one can identify four phrases for which a related semantic concept can be identified in Wikipedia: (1) Premier League, which refers to the concept Premier League, an English professional league for men’s association football clubs; (2) Arsenal, which can be related to the concept Arsenal F.C.; (3) Spurs, which can be annotated with the concept Tottenham Hotspur F.C.; (4) Wenger, which refers to the concept Arsene Wenger, a French football manager and former player.

Recent works in the domain of user interest detection has already looked into using such concepts. These works consider each of the semantic concepts, separately as a topic of interest (like the concept Arsenal F.C.) [2], [3], [7], or infer broader interests by traversing the concept relationship hierarchies, e.g. Football in England would be the broader concept that covers the semantic concepts Premier League, Arsenal F.C. and Tottenham Hotspur F.C. [8], [9]. However, such approaches undermine the fact that a user might not be much interested in Football in England or Arsenal F.C. as a broad topic, but be rather interested specifically in the rivalry between Spurs and Arsenal, which the current models cannot support. The support for this would require an interest to be represented through a combination of multiple semantic concepts.

In addition, existing work often confine users’ interests to a set of predefined semantic concepts (e.g. Wikipedia concepts), and therefore, they cannot discover emerging topics of interest that are not explicitly included in the knowledge base [2], [10], [11]. This is important since it is very usual that some concepts collectively form a new topic in the Twitter sphere in response to an event in the real world. For example, in November 2010, Jack Wilshere, England and Arsenal footballer, received a caution for common assault over a street brawl, which received much attention on Twitter. Looking at Wikipedia, there is no entry dedicated to this event. As a result, by considering only the predefined Wikipedia concepts as topics of interest, it is not possible to unambiguously and comprehensively describe this topic.

This paper seeks to address the above shortcomings by proposing a framework for the identification of user interests
that emerge in time. More specifically, the key contributions of our work are as follows:

1) We define a topic of interest as a conjunction of several semantic concepts which are temporally correlated on Twitter. For example the conjunction of the Premier League, Arsenal F.C., Tottenham Hotspur F.C. and Arsene Wenger semantic concepts can form a topic of interest to represent rivalry between Spurs and Arsenal. This has the added benefit that each detected topic of interest does not necessarily need to be represented by using a single semantic concept from an external knowledge base.

2) We propose a measure to compute ephemeral semantic correlation between two concepts using Twitter data in a specified time interval. Based on this measure, we construct a concept graph and utilize state-of-the-art community detection methods to detect active topics of interest in a given time interval. This is in response to the fact that the relationship between two topics on a social network changes over time and therefore, it is not possible to compute the relationship between two topics by only considering the encyclopedic similarity of the concepts that form each topic.

3) We propose a technique to determine a given users’ position with regards to the active topics on Twitter hence modeling their interest to the current emerging topics within the social network space. We apply our work in the context of personalized news recommendation in order to compare to the state of the art.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work. The problem definition and the proposed approach are introduced in Section III and Section IV, respectively. Section V is dedicated to the Experiments and evaluation of the results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND LITRETURE

We review the work in user interest detection from social networks in three broad categories, namely Bag of Words, Mixture Model and Bag of Concepts approaches.

A. Bag of Words Approach

In the Bag of Words approach, each user interest is represented as a term extracted from the user contents. For example, Chen et al. [12] have focused on URL recommendation in Twitter by modeling the interests of each user as a bag-of-words profile considering the words that are included in her tweets and the tweets of her followers. Shin et. al. [13] have proposed a graph-based approach for detecting topics of long-term interest to a user from Tweets. They have considered each topic to be a single term and have distinguished between persistently topical terms (PT) and other keywords by introducing two characteristics for PT terms namely regularity and topicality.

Since users in social networks can freely publish posts without any restriction, terms that they use in their posts are unstructured and unlimited. Using Bag of Words approach that focus on terms suffers from the known problems in natural language processing like Polysemy and Synonymy [14]. Furthermore, Bag of Words representation forgoes the underlying semantics of the phrases in favor of highlighting the role of syntactical repetition of textual content.

B. Mixture Model Approach

In the Mixture Model approach, user interests are modeled as a mixture of various topics, where a topic is a set of terms extracted from the user contents. Current works related to this approach can be categorized into two major groups based on the type of algorithm they use: topic modeling or feature-based methods.

Topic modeling methods (e.g., LDA), designed for regular documents not microposts, assume that a document is a mixture of topics and implicitly use co-occurrence patterns of terms to extract sets of correlated terms as topics of a text corpus [15]. As a result, they may not perform so well on short, noisy and informal texts like tweets and might suffer from the sparsity problem [7], [16], [17], [18]. To address this problem, some works aggregate multiple short texts to create a single document and discover the topics by running LDA over this document [18], [19], [20]. For example, Weng et al. [19] have created a single document from the collection of a user’s tweets. However, in social networks a small number of users account for a large amount of the content. This makes the aggregation process less effective. Some recent works are dealing with the sparsity problem by applying some restriction to simplify the conventional topic model, for instance by assigning only one topic to each short text, or proposing a novel topic model for short texts [17], [21], [22]. Applying such restrictions and the fact that the number of topics in LDA is assumed to be fixed, can be considered strong assumptions for social network content because of the dynamic nature of social networks. Further, most of these works only focus on users textual content without taking into account much valuable information like network structure of users, content interconnections and other rich attributes such as timestamps and hashtags.

Feature-based methods focus on some features of user content (e.g., tags and named entities) and apply clustering algorithms to extract sets of related terms that can form topics. For example, Sayyadi et al. [23] have built a graph of named entities based on their co-occurrence in the documents and have used a community detection method for event detection. Cataldi et al. [24] have constructed a co-occurrence graph of emerging terms selected based on both the frequency of their occurrence and the importance of the users. The authors have applied a graph-based algorithm in order to extract emerging topics. Most of these works compute similarity between pairs of terms based on their co-occurrence patterns. Petkos et al. [25] have argued that the algorithms that are only based on pair-wise co-occurrence patterns cannot distinguish between topics which are specific to a given corpus. Therefore, they
have proposed a soft frequent pattern mining approach to detect finer grained topics.

Our proposed approach is closely related to feature-based methods, because it detects topics of interest using graph-based clustering techniques. However, in feature-based methods, each extracted topic is a set of terms. Therefore, it is not possible to automatically extract the underlying semantics of each topic. In contrast, we annotate tweets with concepts defined in external knowledge bases and attempt to cluster extracted concepts to detect topics of interest. In addition, feature-based methods use mostly co-occurrence patterns to compute inter-term similarity, which leads to the sparsity problem due to the short length of tweets. We compute inter-concept similarity by customizing the concepts co-occurrences within a single tweet to an increased, yet semantic preserving context.

C. Bag of Concepts Approach

There is another line of work that represents user interests as a Bag of Concepts. These works connect meaningful sequences of terms mentioned in textual contents to unambiguous concepts from a large knowledge base, such as DBpedia/Wikipedia, Freebase and Yago. Since these knowledge bases represent the concepts and their relationships, they can provide the means for inferring the underlying semantics of content [4], [5], [6].

For example, Abel et al. [1], [26] have proposed to enrich Twitter messages by linking them to related news articles and then extracting the named entities mentioned in the enriched messages using web services provided by OpenCalais. The enrichments are considered to form the user interests. Michelson and Macskassy [7] have proposed the extraction of Twopics by first extracting a set of Wikipedia entities from a users tweets and then identifying high-level user interests by traversing and analyzing the Wikipedia categories of the extracted entities. Kapanipathi et al. [27] have modeled users’ interests by annotating their tweets with DBpedia concepts, and use these annotations to filter tweets based on the users’ interests. Kapanipathi et al. [8] have also used Wikipedia category hierarchy to extract broader interests of a user using entities mentioned in the user’s tweets. Orlandi et al. [3] have used Zemanta as a named entity extractor to connect users contents to DBpedia resources in order to extract the DBpedia categories associated with each tweet. They have shown that user profiles based on DBpedia resources are more accurate than the profiles based on DBpedia categories.

Existing literature in this line of work struggle with two limitations: (1) they represent each topic of interest through a single numerical identifier associated with the tweet, m.id is a unique numerical identifier associated with the tweet, m.text is its textual content, m.owner and m.time denote the user who posted and the creation time of the tweet, respectively. Finally, m.RTflag determines whether the tweet is a retweet of another (RTflag = 1), or an original tweet (RTflag = 0).

Based on Definition 3.1, we can now define the set of all tweets in a time period and the associated set of posters. In a specified time interval $T = [t_k, t_{k+1}]$, the set of tweets posted during this time interval $T$ is denoted by $MT$, i.e., $MT = \{m|t_k \leq m.time \leq t_{k+1}\}$. Further, $UT$ is the set of users who have created tweets of $MT$, i.e., $UT = \{m.owner|t_k \leq m.time \leq t_{k+1}\}$ and $MU \subset MT$ is the subset of tweets posted by user $u \in UT$.

We annotate each tweet $m \in MT$ with semantic concepts defined in Wikipedia using an existing semantic annotation system. In a specified time interval $T$, $CT$ is the set of concepts extracted from $MT$. We have used TAGME [4] in our experiments. For example, for a given tweet: “Arsenal won’t win with Wenger’s policy. Spurs continue to exceed expectations”, TAGME identifies three entities and links each of them to a concept represented in Wikipedia: Arsenal is linked to the semantic concept represented in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArsenalFC; Wenger is linked to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arsene_Wenger and Spurs is linked to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tottenham_Hotspur_FC.

**Definition 3.2 (Topic)** Given $CT$, a topic $z$ is defined as a set of weighted semantic concepts $z = \{(e, w(e, z))|e \in CT\}$, where $w(e, z)$ is a function that denotes the importance of concept $e$ in topic $z$.

This definition is based on the idea that we view each topic as a semantically cohesive group of concepts. Let $T$ be a specified time interval, then $ZT = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_K\}$ denotes a set of active topics present in the social network in time interval $T$.

**Definition 3.3 (Interest Profile)** Let $T$ be a specified time interval and let $u \in UT$ and $ZT = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_K\}$, an Interest Profile of user $u$ in time interval $T$, called $Pu$, is represented by a vector of weights $(i_u, 1, i_u, 2, ..., i_u, K)$. Each component $i_u, n$ of $Pu$ denotes the degree of $u$’s interest in the topic $z_n \in ZT$ in time interval $T$.
In our work, an interest profile for a user is a collection of weights showing the interest of a given user with regards to the available topics in the social network in \( T \).

**Definition 3.4 (User Interest Detection)** Let \( T \) be a specified time interval, Given \( M^T \) and \( u \in U^T \), the goal of the User Interest Detection problem is to infer \( P^T_u \).

We divide this problem into two subproblems: Semantic Topic Extraction and User Interest Identification, in which the output of the first subproblem becomes the input of the second one. Specifically, in the former subproblem, given \( M^T \) as input, we aim at identifying \( Z^T \), i.e. the topics formed in the social network in time interval \( T \), and in the latter, given \( Z^T, u \in U^T \) and \( M^T_u \), we are seeking to model \( P^T_u \).

### IV. Proposed Approach

In this section, we describe our proposed approach for addressing the two subproblems: Semantic Topic Extraction (identifying \( Z^T \)), and User Interest Identification (determining \( P^T_u \)).

#### A. Semantic Topic Extraction

To identify \( Z^T \), we annotate each tweet \( m \in M^T \) with concepts defined in Wikipedia using an existing semantic annotation system. We then model the extracted concepts, denoted by \( C^T \), as a concept graph \( CG^T \) based on the following definition:

**Definition 4.1 (Concept Graph)** Let \( T \) be a specified time interval, given \( M^T \), a concept graph at \( T \), denoted \( CG^T = (C^T, E_{CG}) \), is a weighted undirected graph representing underlying semantics of the tweets in \( M^T \). \( C^T \) is a collection of Wikipedia concepts extracted from \( M^T \) and \( E_{CG} \) denotes a set of edges representing the relationships between these concepts. We define the ephemeral semantic correlation as a weight function \( \Phi^T(c_1, c_2) \) that assigns a weight to each edge \( e \in E_{CG} \) between two concepts \( c_1, c_2 \in C^T \).

Here, ephemeral semantic correlation between two concepts determines the relationship between two concepts in a given time interval. Since the relationship, e.g. co-occurrence, between two concepts can change over time, this value cannot be computed using a Wikipedia-based measures (e.g. WLM [28]), which for instance compute the relatedness of two concepts by link structure analysis techniques over the Wikipedia pages associated with those concepts. For instance, computing the relatedness of two concepts Arsenal F.C. and Tottenham Hotspur F.C. based on Wikipedia link structure analysis results in the same value both in November 2010 and April 2010. But these concepts have appeared much more frequently on Twitter during the November 2010 time period because of the match between Spurs and Arsenal. Therefore, while the information content value that any two concepts share, lies within their semantics, the dynamics of topics on social networks can temporally impact the relationship between the two concepts.

To address temporal issues, we compute the ephemeral semantic correlation between two concepts based on the co-occurrence of those concepts in the tweets published in time interval \( T \). Given the short length of tweets, we consider the context of concepts. The relatedness of two concepts \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), as defined by Definition 4.2, is computed based on the relatedness between the tweets which are annotated with \( c_1 \), and the tweets annotated with \( c_2 \).

**Definition 4.2 (Ephemeral Semantic Correlation)** Let \( T \) be a specified time interval and let \( M^T_{c_1} \subset M^T \) denotes the set of tweets which are annotated with \( c_1 \) and \( M^T_{c_2} \subset M^T \) denotes the set of tweets annotated with \( c_2 \). ephemeral semantic correlation between concepts \( c_1, c_2 \in C^T \), denoted \( \Phi^T(c_1, c_2) \), is defined as:

\[
\Phi^T(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\sum_{m_1 \in M^T_{c_1}} \sum_{m_2 \in M^T_{c_2}} \varphi(m_1, m_2)}{|M^T_{c_1}||M^T_{c_2}|}
\]

where the relatedness between two tweets \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \), \( \varphi(m_1,m_2) \), is:

\[
\varphi(m_1,m_2) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{|m_1\text{-time} - m_2\text{-time}|}{|m_1\text{-time}|} & \text{if } m_1\text{-owner} = m_2\text{-owner} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The underlying idea is that if a user \( u \) has posted two subsequent tweets with some delay, e.g. less than one hour, some reasonable probability exists that the user is posting about a related subject. Therefore, the less the difference between the posting time of the two tweets \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) is for a given user, the greater the probability would be for those tweets to be related. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1, two semantic concepts Game and Arsene Wenger do not co-occur in one tweet. However, since user \( u_1 \) has mentioned them in two of his subsequent tweets, they are likely to be related to each other.

Given the concept graph \( CG^T \), we apply graph clustering and community detection methods to find semantically cohesive subgraphs of concepts as topic graphs based on the following definition:

**Definition 4.3 (Topic Graph)** Let \( CG^T = (C^T, E_{CG}) \) be a concept graph in the time interval \( T \), a topic graph \( TG = (V_{TG}, E_{TG}) \) is an induced subgraph of \( CG^T \), i.e. \( V_{TG} \subset C^T \) and \( E_{TG} \) consists of those edges of \( CG^T \) with both end vertices in \( V_{TG} \), such that its internal cohesion,
denoted as $\partial_{int}(TG)$, is more than a specific threshold.

$$\partial_{int}(TG) = \sum_{(c_1,c_2) \in E_{TG}} \frac{\Phi^T(c_1,c_2)}{|E_{TG}|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In Definition 4.3, internal cohesion is defined as the average ephemeral semantic correlation between all the pairs of semantic concepts associated with a topic graph. We will empirically show that a suitable threshold for $\partial_{int}(TG)$ can be found. Fig. 2 depicts the visualization of three topic graphs detected in Nov 19, 2010. For example, the topic graph $TG_1$ is formed because of the rivalry between Spurs and Arsenal. Also $TG_1$ refers to the discussions about the lack of a strong Democratic presence in southern states in the US after a publication in The Economist.\footnote{\url{http://www.economist.com/node/17467202}}

To represent each topic $z \in Z^T$ based on Definition 3.2, we transform each extracted topic graph $TG = (V_{TG}, E_{TG})$ to a set of weighted concepts $z = \{(c, w(c, z))|c \in V_{TG}\}$, where $w(c, z)$ is the Degree Centrality of $c$ in $TG$, computed by summing the weights attached to the edges connected to concept vertex $c$ in the graph $TG$. We normalize $w(c, z)$ such that $\sum w(c, z) = 1$. Higher values for $w(c, z)$ indicate that the corresponding concept $c$ is more closely related to topic $z$. Finally, all topics $z$ from $CG^T$ collectively form $Z^T$.

B. User Interest Identification

After detecting $Z^T = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_K\}$ from the concept graph $CG^T$, and in order to identify $P_u^T = (i_{u,1}, i_{u,2}, ..., i_{u,K})$, we need to measure $i_{u,n}$, i.e. the interest of user $u \in U^T$ against each extracted topic $z_n$ based on $M_u^T$, i.e., the tweets that the user has posted in $T$. Our intuition for calculating $i_{u,n}$ is that the more frequently the concepts of a topic are mentioned in the tweets of a user, the more interested the user would be in that topic. The required $i_{u,n}$ is computed as follows:

$$i_{u,n} = \sum_{c \in z_n} w(c, z_n) * tf(c, M_u^T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $tf(c, M_u^T)$ denotes the frequency of the concept $c$ in the tweets that user $u$ has posted in $T$. Finally, $P_u^T = (i_{u,1}, i_{u,2}, ..., i_{u,K})$ represents the Interest Profile of user $u \in U^T$. We normalize each $P_u^T$, such that $\sum i_{u,n} = 1$.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe our experiments in terms of the dataset, setup and performance compared to the state of the art. The experiments are conducted on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.50GHz, 30 GB RAM.

A. Dataset

We use Abels\cite{1} Twitter dataset including 3M tweets posted by approximately 135K users, starting from Nov 1st and lasting for two months until Dec 31st 2010. Fig. 3 depicts the overall and temporal distributions of different types of tweets. The dataset encompasses around 77K news articles crawled from the URLs mentioned in the tweets.

Social networks suffer from one common characteristic, i.e. participation inequality, where a minority of users usually contribute the most while the others just free-ride. Likewise, our dataset suffers from the same phenomenon. Fig. 4 clearly depicts that only 15% of the users contribute more than 16 tweets within a two month period and the other users have less than 16 tweets. There are 1% of users (1.5K) who actively participate by posting tweets.

We annotate tweets using the TAGME RESTful API\cite{4} with the recommended scoring threshold of 0.1. The annotations consist of around 220K concepts conforming to a power-law distribution. Fig. 5 illustrates the 100 most frequent concepts after stop concepts such as Retweet and Hypertext Transfer Protocol are removed. The horizontal study of the concepts reveals that concepts have bursty ephemeral lifespans.

B. Evaluation Methodology

We evaluate our work by comparing it against the most relevant work in the literature by adopting their dataset and evaluation methodology. The work by Abel et al.\cite{1} serves as a great benchmark as their dataset, and evaluation platform
is openly available for comparison and has been widely used in the literature.

Adopted from [1], we deploy a news recommender application for evaluation purposes. First, a ground truth is built by collecting, for each user, the news articles from BBC or CNN to which the user has explicitly linked in his tweets (or retweets) by mentioning the corresponding URL in a given time interval. Then, a news recommendation algorithm is used that is able to recommend news articles based on the users interests identified by our method. By comparing the recommended news with the ones in the ground truth, it is possible to evaluate the quality of the recommendations, and therefore determine how successfully the interests of a user have been identified. Since our main goal is not to propose a news recommender system, a simple recommender algorithm is used as follows:

We represent each news article $A$ as a weighted vector $A = \{i_{A,1}, i_{A,2}, ..., i_{A,K}\}$ over the extracted topics $Z_T = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_K\}$. The value for $i_{A,n}$ is calculated as follows:

$$i_{A,n} = \sum_{c \in z_n} w(c, z_n) \times tf(c, A)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $tf(c, A)$ denotes the frequency of the concept $c$ in news article $A$. Further, we normalize $i_{A,n}$, such that $\sum i_{A,n} = 1$.

Given $A$ and $P_T^u$, it is possible to compute the interest of user $u$ to article news $A$ in time interval $T$, by calculating the cosine similarity of those vectors. Abel et al. [1] have also used a similar approach for evaluating their user interest profiles that we will compare against in this paper.

C. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the quality of the recommendations using standard information retrieval metrics, namely Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), which indicates the inverse of the first position that a correct item occurs within the ranked recommendations and Success at rank $K$ ($S@K$), which shows the probability that at least one correct item occurs within the top-$k$ ranked recommendations. In the experiment, the length of the time interval has been set to be 1 day. For each day of the dataset, we first compute each of these metrics for each user and then report the average of the results across all users and days.

D. Parameter Setting

As mentioned in Definition 4.3, we need a community detection method to extract topic graphs. Further, we need to empirically determine the value of the threshold for $\delta_{int}(TG)$. To do so, we have conducted an experiment in which three different clustering algorithms, namely Strong Periodic, Louvain, and VOS, have been separately used in our proposed approach.

Strong Periodic clustering method works on unweighted graphs and dissects the graph into strong periodic components. Instead of finding components, Louvain [29] is an efficient heuristic method that finds communities by considering both modularity and extraction time from a weighted graph. We use the work reported in [30], which is a multilevel version of Louvain with resolution parameter $r = 1$. The third method that we use, Visualization Of Similarity (VOS), provides a low-dimensional visualization of objects. It presumes distance as a similarity score and places similar objects within similar clusters.

In Fig. 6, the results of these three clustering algorithms with varying values for internal cohesion are presented. As this figure shows, exploiting VOS community detection method for extracting topic graphs improves MRR and $S@10$ significantly in comparison with the other two methods. Further, when the lower bound of internal cohesion is decreased from 5 to 3, the value of $S@10$ is increased in all methods. When the lower bound of internal cohesion decreases to values less than 3, the value of $S@10$ is either nearly fixed or the increase is negligible. The same discussion can be made in terms of the MRR metric which is used, in addition to $S@10$, in our evaluations.

On the other hand, as the lower bound of internal cohesion decreases, the number of topics and consequently the execution time is increased. This increase is noticeable when the values smaller than 3 are used as the lower bound of internal cohesion. Since smaller values for the threshold of $\delta_{int}(TG)$ increase the execution time noticeably, without improving the quality of recommendations with regards to $S@10$ and MRR, we select the value of 3 for the threshold.
Considering the points mentioned above, we have used VOS community detection method with the value of 3 for the threshold of its internal cohesion in our proposed approach in the rest of the experiments.

E. Comparison with baseline methods

Since our method is designed to provide improvement over Bag of Concepts approach, we evaluate our work by comparing it against two baseline methods, i.e. topic-based method and entity-based method, introduced by Abel et. al. [1]. In these methods, for a given user $u$, her interests are represented by a weighted vector of concepts where the weight of a concept $c$ is equal to the number of $u$'s tweets that refer to the concept $c$. In the topic-based baseline method, OpenCalais taxonomy which contains 18 topics, is used as the underlying annotations. OpenCalais is also used in the entity-based baseline method to identify entities mentioned in the tweets. While topic and entity-based methods leave 60% and 70% of tweets with no annotation, TAGME distinctly outperforms and covers 85% of the tweets with at least one high quality concept.

Fig. 7 shows that there is a positive relationship between tweet annotation coverage and user profile quantity. In other words, the more an approach extracts concepts from tweets, the less it misses the associated user profiles. Our approach which relies the annotations from the TAGME semantic annotator, outperforms the baselines’ user profile coverage, increasing them from 64% and 77% to 94% as shown in Fig. 7 (right).

The results of comparing our proposed approach with the two baselines are presented in Fig. 8 in terms of both MRR and S@10 metrics. For our method, the value of S@10 is 0.504 which means that it is 50% probable that there is at least one expected result in the top-10 results of the recommendation method. This probability is about 31% and 14% for the two baseline methods. This shows that our method significantly improves the quality of recommendations in terms of S@10. The value of MRR for our method is 0.239, while the entity-based and the topic-based baseline methods have MRR values of 0.177 and 0.062, respectively. Considering the fact that the higher MRR is, the better the results of the recommendation method would be, it can be concluded that our method outperforms both entity-based and topic-based baseline with regards to MRR, pointing to a more accurate identification of user interests.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed to model an emerging topic of interest on Twitter as a conjunction of several semantic concepts which are temporally correlated. To extract such topics in a specified time interval, we construct a concept graph whose nodes are a collection of Wikipedia concepts extracted from the tweets in that time interval and the relationships between these concepts are computed by measuring their ephemeral semantic correlation. Given the concept graph, we utilize state-of-the-art community detection methods to detect active topics of interest in a given time interval and determine a given users inclination towards these active topics on Twitter. We investigated the performance of the proposed approach in the context of personalized news recommendation. The
experimental results indicate that the proposed model achieves better performance in comparison with the state of the art.

In our future work, we intend to consider other attributes of tweets (e.g., embedded URL, #hashtag and @mention) to compute the relatedness between two tweets for customizing the concepts co-occurrences within a single tweet to an increased, yet semantic preserving context. Further, the results in Section V-D indicate that choosing an appropriate community detection method has significant effect on the performance of the proposed approach. Therefore we plan to apply other types of community detection methods to better extract topic graphs.
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